
SUPERSTRUCTURE VISUAL SOLUTIONS

FOR LIGHT BOX APPLICATIONS 

FAB diffuser = (A+1/4)” x (B+1/4)” cut to exact size

FAB Silicone Tab for diffuser face = 2 pcs (A-3/4)”, 2 pcs (B-3/4)”

FAB rear reflective panel = (A-3.125)” x (B-3.125)” -

OPTIONAL SUBSTRATES are 1/8” thick white Sintra/PVC board, 
1/16” factory painted white sheet aluminum, 
1/16” anodized aluminum sheet painted white on one side only.

FAB FRAME
GRAPHIC FILE PREPARATION
FAB FRAME of A”x B” dimensions 

Hello Lacey,

Please find attached two photos (back & front) showing the graphic finishing on a small sample FAB graphic. 

As you can see, the corner treatment is finished with a 1/2” cut off on a 45 degree angle.
This prevents the fabric from bunching up in the corners.
Continue the surging from the silicone to the corner cut off to the adjacent silicone edge.

Hey Mom,

I was talking today to Dad about doing up a PDF sheet with instructions for how to finish off the FAB graphics and how to insert the graphics.

FAB frame = A” x B”
FAB graphic = (A+7/8)” x (B+7/8)”
FAB diffuser = (A+1/4)” x (B+1/4)”
FAB rear reflective panel = (A-3.125)” x (B-3.125)” x 1/8” thick

The FAB Silicone Trim is sewn onto the rear side around the perimeter. As you can see from the attached photos, the corner treatment is to cut off the graphic corners 1/2” x 1/2” and surge sew on FAB tab that is slightly shorter than the length of the frame side (A-1/8)” or (B-1/8)” and around the cut off corners.

Then we might want to draw an illustration showing how the FAB graphic is inserted into the FAB groove, as we had one client flip out the silicone and insert the graphic incorrectly. 

Talk to you tomorrow.

pull tab 1”x 1 1/2”

easy push in  
pull out 
silicone strip

FAB FRAME = A” x B”

VISUAL OPENING = A” x B” 

*FAB GRAPHIC = (A+7/8)”x (B+7/8)”  cut exactly.

*FAB DIFFUSER = (A+1/4)”x (B+1/4)”

TEXT SAFETY AREA = (A-3)” x (B-3)”

FAB SILICONE STRIP = 2 pcs (A-5/8)”, 2 pcs (B-5/8)”

GRAPHIC FINISHING:
The graphic corners are cut on a 45˚ angle, 
3/4” x 3/4” to prevent the fabric from bunching 
up in the corners.  
SERGE the corresponding four precut pieces of 
FAB silicone strips, flush with the edge, onto the 
perimeter of the graphic’s rear side.  
Continue to serge across the corner cut offs to 
the adjacent silicone edges.

GRAPHIC PULL TAB = 1” x 1.5” wide 
Use a straight stitch. Secure the tab at the edge 
of front side of the graphic on top of the serging.

LIGHTBOX DIFFUSER PANEL INSTALLATION
Start mounting your diffuser into all four corners 
with strip side facing in and pushing the FAB 
Silicone Strip into the diffuser groove on the four 
corners (the serged edge of the diffuser & the 
strip is the leading edge for inserting the 
diffuser) and then push the remaining width of 
the strip into the groove.
Proceed to the middle of each of the four sides 
and insert the strip into the diffuser groove.  
Then continue to insert the strip edge towards 
the corners. 

MOUNTING YOUR GRAPHIC 
Start with all four corners.  With graphic side 
facing out/up and pushing the FAB silicone strip 
into the graphic groove on the four corners (the 
serged edge of the graphic & the strip is the 
leading edge for inserting the graphic) and then 
push the remaining width of the strip into the 
groove.  Proceed to the middle of each of the 
four sides and insert the strip edge into the 
graphic groove.  Continue to insert the strip edge 
towards the corners. 

5/8” silicone strip

45˚angle cut

serge on the
back side

“start with  the corners”
the serged edge 
is the leading  edge

the middle edges 
are next

full graphic face
wrinkle free
FABric or vinyl
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FAB rear reflective panel = (A-3.125)” x (B-3.125)” x 1/8” thick

So I think we should put an asterix on the FAB graphic & FAB diffuser sizes.

please note, we cannot guarantee these sizes work for all applications. Different fabrics and frame sizes can require the panel sizing to be different than the guidelines provided here. We recommend that you test the graphic/fabric panels in all FAB frames to confirm a good fit prior to delivery to the client/installation. 

2. I’m sure cress passed on his corrections, but I’ll fax up the sheet to give you a hard copy.

3. We will photograph more/better pics to go along with the sheet – showing better install of the graphic & diffuser panels.

4. The diffuser panel instructions should go ahead of the graphic panel instructions. “Lightbox Diffuser Panel Installation (if required).”

5. I think we should update our profile dwgs for the FAB system and identify the “graphic groove” & the “diffuser groove”. Or we could call it the “graphic slot” & the “diffuser slot”. Slot might be more appropriate, just make sure to change it in the body of this installation sheet as well.

Thanks, Mom & see you tomorrow.

*PLEASE NOTE, we cannot guarantee 
these sizes work for all applications. 
Different fabrics and frame sizes can 
require the panel sizing to be different 
than the guidelines provided here. We 
recommend that you test the graphic/ 
fabric panels in all FAB frames to 
confirm a good fit prior to delivery to 
the client/installation. 


